Globus Sensation

Globus sensation is a subjective feeling of a lump or foreign body in the throat. It is sometimes called globus pharyngeus. The term globus hystericus was previously used because of the belief that psychogenic factors were involved and that globus sensation was just a type of somatisation disorder presenting with pseudoneurological symptoms. However, it is now widely considered that globus sensation can have underlying physiological or anatomical causes and there are thought to be a number of potential aetiologies.\[1\]

Epidemiology\[1\]

Globus sensation is thought to be a common symptom. It accounts for 4-5% of new referrals to ear, nose and throat (ENT) outpatient clinics.\[2\] Up to 46% of apparently healthy people complain of the symptom. Incidence peaks in middle age. There is no difference in prevalence between the sexes. However, it is thought that women, more frequently than men, visit a doctor because of the symptom.

Aetiology\[1\]

A multifactorial aetiology is likely. Suggested causes include:

- Gastro-oesophageal reflux disease. Reflux of gastric contents may lead to irritation and inflammation of the laryngopharynx, or increased tone in the upper oesophageal sphincter may be triggered by distention or acid in the distal oesophagus. In studies where acid is infused into the distal oesophagus, subjects describe a globus sensation.\[3\]
- Raised upper oesophageal sphincter pressure.\[4\]
- Oesophageal motor disorders.
- Conditions causing irritation or inflammation of the pharynx - for example, pharyngitis, tonsillitis, and postnasal drip secondary to chronic sinusitis. It is thought that such problems lead to increased sensitivity of the pharynx.
- Hypertrophy of the base of the tongue.
- A retroverted epiglottis.
- Psychological factors. Some studies have shown that stress may exacerbate symptoms of globus. However, others have not supported psychological factors as a cause.

Presentation\[5\]

The symptom of a lump in the throat tends to come and go. It is usually felt in the front of the neck and can move up and down. It does not affect eating and drinking and in fact, symptoms may be alleviated by this. Symptoms are often noticed when swallowing saliva, yet not so severe when swallowing food or drink. There is no pain.

Careful history taking is important to try to differentiate between a globus sensation symptom and true dysphagia.

Examination should include:

- Examination of the neck - lumps, thyroid swelling, lymphadenopathy.
- Examination of the oropharynx - tongue base, floor of the mouth, mucosa, tonsils.
- Examination of the nose - hypertrophy, polyps, inflammation, discharge.
- Examination of the ear - if globus and otalgia but normal ear canal and drums then early referral is required.
Red flags

- Weight loss.
- Dysphagia.
- Pain.
- Hoarseness or other voice changes which are persistent or worsening.
- Otalgia.
- Unilateral symptoms.
- Risk factors for malignant cause - smoking, alcohol excess, previous radiotherapy or head and neck surgery.
- Regurgitation.
- Systemic symptoms - fever, night sweats.
- Abnormalities on examination - lumps, lymphadenopathy.

Differential diagnosis

The differential diagnoses are the causes of true dysphagia. See separate article Dysphagia for further details.

Investigations

- Globus is a diagnosis of exclusion and can only be made once other causes of symptoms have been eliminated.
- Physical examination of the neck and outpatient nasolaryngoscopy in an ENT clinic may be all the investigation that is needed if there are typical symptoms of globus sensation with no red flag symptoms or signs.
- Other investigations may be carried out if diagnosis is uncertain, including:
  - CXR (to exclude mediastinal tumours).
  - Barium swallow.
  - Videofluoroscopy.
  - Ambulatory pH monitoring.
  - Oesophagogastroscope.
  - Oesophageal manometry.

Management

There are no agreed standards for the management of globus sensation.

- Empirical therapy with a proton pump inhibitor may be started if there is suspicion of gastro-oesophageal reflux disease and if history taking, neck examination and nasolaryngoscopy have not revealed any red flag symptoms or abnormal findings. If symptoms persist then further investigation may be needed (as under 'Investigations', above).
- Referral to a speech and language therapist may be helpful. They can suggest neck, shoulder and voice exercises as well as relaxation techniques that may help to relieve symptoms.
- Cognitive behavioural therapy and antidepressants may be helpful for some people with concomitant psychiatric disorders.

Prognosis

Not many long-term follow-up studies have been carried out. Results on the long-term outcome vary. It appears, however, to be a benign condition and many do spontaneously improve in time. [4]
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